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Antikythera mechanism 

Computers 

Analogue computer Digital computer: 0 & 1 

Robotron Z 9001 



•  Computational complexity 
Problems that can be solved in: 

-polynomial time    (easy) 
-exponential time  (hard) 

with the input size. 

•  Classical computers: 
 P:      polynomially easy to solve 
 NP:   polynomially easy to verify solution 

•   BQP: polynomially easy to solve with QC 

Quantum computers: Why? 



•  Factoring 

 quantum hackers exponentially better than 
classical hackers! 

•  Searching objects: where is ❥? 
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•  Errors during QC are too catastrophic. 

Quantum computers: Why? 



Topology promises to solve the 
problem of errors that inhibit 

the experimental realisation of 
quantum computers… 

Topological quantum computers: Why? 

…and it is a lot of fun :-) 



•  Geometry 
–  Local properties of object 

•  Topology 
–  Global properties of object 

Geometry – Topology 

geom. 

topo. 



Are two knots equivalent? 
Topology of knots and links 

topo. 

• Algorithmically extremely time consuming…(‘60s) 
• Common problem (speech recognition, …) 
• Mathematically Jones polynomials can recognise 
if two knots are inequivalent. 
• Solve:“Λύνω”: disentangle: Alexander and Phrygia 



Topological quantum effects 

Aharonov-Bohm effect 
Magnetic flux    and charge 

 The phase is a function 
   of winding number 

Topological effect: 
    is the integer number 
of rotations 



Particle statistics 

Exchange two identical particles: 

Statistical symmetry:  
Physics stays the same, but     could change! 



Particle statistics 

Bosons 

Fermions 

Anyons 

3D 

2D 



Anyonic properties can be found in 2-dimensional 
topological physical systems: 

• Fractional quantum Hall effect 
• Topological insulators 
• Cold-atom systems 

Anyons and physical systems 

Anyons 

2D 

[FQHE,  
Lattice models: QD, 

LW, KHoney,  
TI & TSC…] 



Anyons and knots 
ti
m
e

Initiate: Pair creation of anyons 

Measure: do they fuse to the vacuum? 



Anyons and knots 



Anyons and knots 
Assume I can generate anyons in the laboratory. 

•  The state of anyons is efficiently 
    described by their world lines. 

•  Creation, braiding, fusion. 

•  The final quantum state of 
anyons  is invariant under 
continuous deformations of 
strands. 



The Reidemeister moves 

Theorem:  
  
 Two knots can be 

deformed continuously 
one into the other iff 
one knot can be 
transformed into the 
other by local moves: 



Skein relations 



Skein and Reidemeister  

Reidemeister move (II) is satisfied. Similarly (III). 



Kauffman bracket 
The Skein relations give rise to  
the Kauffman bracket:                

                  Skein(      )= 



The Skein relations give rise to  
the Kauffman bracket:                
                  Skein(      )= 

         is the writhe of link. For an oriented link it is 
the sum of the signs for all crossings   

To satisfy move (I) one needs to define  
Jones polynomial: 

Jones polynomials 



Jones polynomials 
The Skein relations give rise to  
the Kauffman bracket:                
                  Skein(      )= 

To satisfy move (I) one needs to define  
Jones polynomial: 



• If two links have different Jones polynomials 
then they are inequivalent  

 => use it to distinguish links  

• Jones polynomials keep: 

  only topological information, no geometrical 

Jones polynomials 



Jones polynomial from anyons 
Braiding evolutions of anyonic states: 

• Simulate the knot with braiding 
anyons 
• Translate it to circuit model:  
    <=>   find trace of matrices 



Jones polynomial from QC 

[Freedman, Kitaev, Larsen, Wang (2002);  
Aharonov, Jones, Landau (2005); 

et al. Glaser (2009); 
Kuperberg (2009)] 

Evaluating Jones polynomials is a #P-hard 
problem.  

With quantum computers it is polynomially easy 
to approximate with additive error. 

Belongs to BQP class. 



Conclusions 
Jones poly are used for QI: 
• encrypt quantum info  
• quantum money 
• … 

Fundamental properties of 
anyons provides QC. 

Anyonic systems are 
currently engineered...  

http://quantum.leeds.ac.uk/~jiannis 
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